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If you think atheists have reason, evidence, and science on their side, think again! Award-winning

author Dr. Frank Turek (I DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist) will show you how

atheists steal reason, evidence, science, and other arguments from God in trying to make their case

for atheism. If that sounds contradictory, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s because it is! Atheists canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t make

their case without appealing to realities only theism can explain. In an engaging and memorable

way, Stealing from God exposes these intellectual crimes atheists are committing and then provides

four powerful reasons for why Christianity is true.
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"Stealing from God sends the New Atheists to the canvas easily and with panache."-Eric Metaxas,

New York Times best-selling author of Bonhoeffer and Miracles"This book provides powerful and

clear answers to questions of enduring importance for every thinking person."-Dr. John Lennox,

professor of mathematics at Oxford University"Frank Turek is smart, passionate, and unafraid to

speak the truth. Stealing from God will change the way you think about the world and equip you to

defend what you believe."-J. Warner Wallace, cold-case detective and author of Cold-Case

Christianity: A Homicide Detective Investigates the Claims of the Gospels --This text refers to the

Audio CD edition.

What if your best reasons to doubt God prove that He exists?If you think atheists have reason,

evidence, and science on their side, think again. Award-winning author Dr. Frank Turek (I



DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist) will show you how atheists steal arguments

from God when trying to justify their atheism. If that sounds contradictory, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s because it is!

Atheists canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t make their case without appealing to realities only theism can explain.In an

engaging and memorable way, Stealing from God exposes the intellectual CRIMES atheists are

committing. Join Turek as he explores how many atheistic arguments, instead of disproving God,

show that God actually exists. Turek also provides a powerful four-point defense for the truth of

Christianity. Whether you are exploring answers for yourself or want to understand how God

transcends the reasoning of those who would deny His existence, this book is for you.

Here is the short version, Frank Turek simply nails it with his new book, "Stealing from God". He

uses the typical atheistic objections to Christianity like "Evil" or "Science" to actually make a very

strong and compelling case for God. He also writes in a way that makes it very easy to remember

and apply what you learned to conversation. So if you find yourself trying to explain and defend your

faith frequently to people, this book is for you. AS A FORMER NON BELIEVER, I would highly

recommend this book to anyone, but more importantly, if you are honestly trying to search for truth

out there, I'll save you the trouble, its found at the cross. So if you want to know how atheists steal

from God to argue against him, go ahead and buy this, you'll be glad you did.Okay, and now the

long version. Growing up, I never really asked questions, particularly in school. I never really cared

what truth really was, but if there was no God, then there was no God. I really didn't care. My

sophomore year in High school our class was on the whole Darwinian evolution thing. There was

this girl that was always annoying, bringing up why evolution is fake and all this God stuff. One day

she was asking more questions, and I said, "You know, how about you leave your bible at home". I

basically had that same attitude about all things religion until my senior year honors earth and space

course. We were watching this video on the big bang, and I didn't know at the time who the guy in

the video was, but now I know he was Lawrence Krauss. For those of you who don't know him, he is

buddy buddy with Richard Dawkins and the Sam Harris crowd. Looking back on it now, its really sad

that Krauss is in our public school system pushing his world view of scientific materialism, which is

an odd world view to have because you have to steal from God to draw your conclusions (see

Stealing from God). Anyways during the video they are talking about all these crazy things that had

to play out for life as we know it to happen here on earth. like crazy mathematical odds against it

happening. You know what they said to address this? "Luckily, the big bang got it just right". That

seemed very odd to me. How does a mass explosion from infinite density make life here on earth by

accident? This sparked further questions. Deeper questions, the kind that keep you up at night. Like



why is life the way it is or why does anything exist at all? Now I wanted to know if there actually was

a truth out there, I wanted answers. I accidentally stumbled across one of Dr. Tureks video where

he was doing his ''I don't have enough faith to be an atheist" seminar. It totally blew my mind. Could

it be, there might actually be a God? I started watching more of his videos, and a debate he had

with the late Christopher Hitchens. I learned that YouTube comments are one thing, but who

actually made the better case for their world view is another. I soon found more people like Dr.

Turek, people like Ravi Zacharias and William Lane Craig. I decided to buy Dr. Tureks book, "I don't

have enough faith to be an atheist" It answers questions like, does truth exist? Does God exist? Is

the new testament reliable? and are miracles possible? That book made me become a believer in

Christ. Obviously people are going to write negative reviews about a book with that title, but if your

honest you really have to work hard to get around all the points Dr. Turek lays out in his books. I

mean anythings possible, but I think following the evidence to where it leads shows beyond a

reasonable doubt that the Christian world view is the one and absolute truth. With out going into too

much detail, "Stealing from God" is centered around the acronym C.R.I.M.E.S. Dr. Turek shows how

atheists steal Causality, Reason, Information, Morality, Evil, and Science from God to argue against

him.As far as I'm concerned, as a former non believer, who could care less if God actually existed,

"Stealing from God" is not just icing on the cake for Christianity, Its the nail in the coffin for atheism.I

hope everyone gets a chance to read this.

For those who believe in the creator of all things this book provides further evidence of the truth. For

those who have closed their minds to all evidence of dp

I can only give the book 4 stars because I wish Turek would have sighted scripture as he presented

his arguments.

This book exceeded my expectations. My faith has been strengthened by the thorough discussions

of issues. Mr Turek does a thorough and compelling job of arguing for the existence of God. I am no

longer afraid of using science, logic and reason as tools in the debate over God's existence

Very good book for those who have fear of God and want to grow spiritually

Best exposition on atheistic dogma I have ever seen. Everyone feels very strongly about their

philosophical interpretation of reality. This book lays out how beliefs shape interpretation of data to



create an entire "faith" in a creator or the absence of one.

Frank Turek does an amazing job of point out the inescapable logic flaws found in Atheism. I would

recommend this book to anyone, whether searching in their faith or not.

Interesting concepts. These can be hard to follow.
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